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Greater financial security 

Opportunities to regain employment and build their careers

A chance to enjoy Victoria's world-class hospitality, events and

tourism

Strong, supportive communities

Younger Victorians need:

Generate new employment opportunities

by providing $50 million towards

attracting new events to Victoria. 

50,000 new homes through industry-

delivered ‘Build to Rent’, boosting housing

affordability and jobs. Ten per cent should

be provided as public housing.

The Liberal & Nationals' plan to

get Victoria Back to Work

Since the beginning of 2020, over 143,000

Victorians under the age of 25 have lost their jobs.

‘Road Trip for Victoria’ vouchers offering up

to a $200 discount on tours or

accommodation when booking three nights

or more, stimulating tourism in our state.

Boost recycling and use of waste as an

energy source, and fast-track a Victorian

Container Deposit Scheme.

Youth job losses in Victoria
(Sep 2020 ABS Labour Force figures)

PETER WALSH MP
Leader of the Nationals



Improved access

to seed funding

for startups

Restore 143,000

youth jobs by 1

January 2022

Additional funding

for mental health

services from the

Victorian

Government

Allow purchasers of

new build homes to

defer applicable

stamp duty payments

until mid-2022

Provide job skills

training to enable

young people to

gain the skills they

need to build a

career

Discount council

rates and permit

fees for small

businesses until

mid-2022

The effects of the pandemic have touched all of us in different and

profound ways. We now face more difficult social and economic recovery

from the pandemic than anywhere else in Australia. Victoria needs a plan

to keep our community safe from COVID-19, but at the same time to turn

our focus to get Victorians back to work to repair the economic damage of

lockdowns.

Recovery will be hard, but it is an opportunity to reshape our state, rebuild

businesses and industries, and reclaim the Victorian way of life, which

made Melbourne the most liveable city in the world. 

The Victorian Liberal Nationals' Back to Work Plan will generate new jobs

throughout the Victorian economy and give back security, and the feeling

of security, to all. Our plan is for immediate action so that Victorians can

get their jobs back, provide for their families, open their businesses, meet

their rent and mortgage payments, educate their kids, keep healthy and

protect elderly Victorians.

The Liberal & Nationals' plan to

get Victoria Back to Work

Victorians have endured a lot this year. 
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